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New University Senate Holds First Meeting
ministers.
Father amendment to the University artifidal distinctions:" while at
The questions of altering merit for work1ng toward the campus
student representation and the welfare of the entire University Savage's recommendations to the Senate By-Laws. The major pro· · the same time "the scope of
· election of the Executive Com· Community. Mr. Edward P. Von· administrative role within the posal within the amendment to interests between commuter
mittee were the prime concerns of derhaar referred to the principle University was to be "consis· the By-Laws called for a change students and dormitory students
faculty, administrators, and of Public Relations calling for tently prophetic, involving," at in student representation on the is so diverse that a clear distinc·
students in tl1e opening session of "communication up and down times, a "fearless questioning of Senate. The amendment proposed tion between them is both neces·
the University Senate last and sideways," to be established the status quo." His feelings on that representation of students be sary and desirable."
in the Senate by means of debate. the academic role within the uni· distinguished only by status of
Thursday.
The fourth Whereas clause
resident or non-resident, making stating "The Student Body
Ten representatives' addresses The Rev. Thomas G. Savage com· versity involved a comfortable
no distinction between the two wishes to avoid the unnecessary
we're the first order of business. mended on the role of the Jesuit medium between the increasing
tendency toward professionalism colleges of Arts and Sciences and and immature infighting which
Dr/ Paul L. Simon commented community with the University.
Fr. Savage stressed the conflict and, on the other hand, no Business Administration.
has plague the administrations of
that the Senate will be "a clearing
The amendment stated, "The in· these two colleges," was volun·
house with communications as of the "apostolic mobility" of the guidance at all.
Following the addressee, Stu· terests of business students and tarily deleted by Thiron after
the central theme." Rev. Jesuit community as opposed to
Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan referred their various other roles as dent Body · President, Mark liberal arts students are so similar Father Felton questioned the
to the Senate as a "fine instru· teachers, administrators, and · Thiron, told the senate of an that it is unnecessary to set up clause's validity.
fll..llllll!JlllllllllJl!MllllllllllilllllllllllllSlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllll. .11111. .lmlll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The Very Rev. Paul L. O'Con·
e
ner, President of the University
and Chairman of the University
Senate, referred the amendment
to the executive committee which

. .. p resents Blac k curncu-Ium,·
AASA
Prepares _To 'Draft' Instructors

by PHIL MULLIN
The Black Curriculum Com·
mittee of the Afro.American
Student Association presented ·its
demands to various
top
administrators last week. The
proposed curciculum retains a
major and a minor, but
subs#tutes a core of black courses
for the regular core-curriculum
requirements.
The new curriculum features
courses in the psychology and
sociology of oppression, the
politics of neo-colonialism and
liberation, black theology- and
black art, and a "black ROTC"
sequence which includes courses
in guerilla and counter·guerin'a
warfare, infiltration, weaponry,
and demolition.
Maulana Tuungane, chairman
of the cqrriculum committee,
discussed the new program in
interview last Saturday.
Tuungane discussed
his
background and role in preparing
the black curriculum. "I have
been involved actively in this
struggle for the last 13 years with
every major black organization in
the country," he reported. "I was
co-owner of a black bookstore in
conjunction with the New
Republic of Africa and this gave
me many of the ideas for the book
lists we will use."
Tuungane elaborated on the
part of the proposal which states
that only blacks will be allowed to
teach these courses. "There are
many people in the black
community with extensive
backgrounds in education,
psychology,
history,
and
philosophy. We will draft black
people to teach these courses just
as the United States government
drafts black people to serve in the
armed forces.
"They will serve as. visiting
. lecturers, initially without pay.
However, as the financial
situation of the university
improves and positions become
available, we will demand that
they be paid a regular salary and
that the university hire black
instructors in all departments as
well."
Tuungane claims that black
groups at the other area
universities are introducing
demands for a similar program
which will eventually result in a
Black Institute. He also
elaborated on the present
discrimination that he maintains
black students at Xavier suffer.

an

"Blacks receive discrimination
in all academic departments," he
maintained. "The tests are
constructed in order to make
white stude~ts feel superior and
black students inferior. For
example, . in the chemistry
department special files are
available to white students but at
the same time are denied . to
blacks.
"Blacks should not have to be
brainwashed With white history,
philosophy, and theology requirements. For instance, the
philosophy of man · course does
not even cover the significant
Chinese, · Indian, and African
philosophers. Blacks have done
especially poor in these courses
due to the racist slant they take.
"We want'courses that will deal
· with· the theology of Martin
Luther King and Adam Clayton
Powell. We want a theology of
revelation course that will
interpret the genuine signs of
revelation today ~and liberate
blacks from white oppression."
Tuungane commented on the ra·
tionale for courses in guerilla
warfare. "Xavier already has
such a program - called the
Reserve Officers Training Corps.
We want to prepare black people
for the struggle ahead and would
also like to see courses. in judo,
karate, and stick-fighting. We
woula like to have .the
opportunity to drill and compete
with black units from other
universities."
The black student explained
'why courses in Marxism and
Leninism are included in the core.
·"Students will regard these as
examples of studies in liberation·
·by white men such as Marx,
Lenin, Castro, Guevara, and
Sartre. We do not object to
studying white culture in junior
and senior years; we simply insist
that blacks get a grounding in
black culture early in their college
studies
before
they
are
brainwashed by whites."
When questioned concerning the. effects that a rejection of this proposal would
bring, Tuungane issu~d a
stern warning: "We will regard such a rejection as a
'declaration of war' between
Xavier and the black com·
munity." .
, "Xavier is located in a black
neighborhood and blacks
have the ·right to annex
Xavier and order all whites to

leave. As far as violence 'ts·
concerned, all I can say is that
the new buildings erected on
campus have many windows."
He emphasized that these
courses, while taught by blacks,
will be open to all students, white
or blacks. "These will· >be
demanding
courses,"
he
remarked. "The student will do
more than just learn aboul }>lack
culture and black oppression; the
courses will be constructed so that
he will experience it as well."
Tuungane commented that the
curriculum demands are just part
of a multi-dimensional attempt to
radicalize the university, which
includes demands for more black
food in the cafeteria and more
black supervisors for black
workers.
Further interviews with Patrick
J. Nally, Dean of Students, and
Reverend Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, Academic Victl-President,

:::i~ ~0:~~:~e:~::na1!::ie:~::
when the amendment will be put
1

toa vote.
Dr. Roger A. Fortin of the
History department was unani·
mously elected Vice Chairman of ·
the Senate. Rev. Robert W.
Mulligan, Provost, was nomi·
nated for this post, but for
reasons of his position, withdrew
his nomination.
Mr. Joseph H. Wessling, acting
Chairman of the English Dept.
was unanimously elected -Secretary of the Senate. The Senators
elected to the Executive Com·
mittee were Dr. Charles J. Cusick
and Dr. Albert F. Anderson as
faculty representatives. Dr.
Thomas J. Hailstones and Mr.
Roderick C. Shearer were elected
as administrative representa·i'
tives. Mr. Dennis E. Eckart and:
Paul F. McLaughlin will
represent the students.
The next meeting of the Univer·
sity Senate will be held today at
3:30 in the Cash Room.

revealed administration view·
points toward black demands.
---bean Nally- emphasized that
cirriculum is primarily an
academic matter, but did offer a
few comments. "We should draw
a middle course between two
extremes: we should institute
more black-oriented courses, but
not a separate black curriculum.
"Universities such as Cornell
. and San Francisco State initiated·
· comprehensive black study
programs which have resulted in
well documented academic
abuses. On the other hand,
universities like Columbia
refused to initiate any significant
black courses and thereby
suffered."
Nally remarked that he did not
believe a black studies program
such as the one proposed last
week would actually prepare
black people for economic and
(Continued on page 2)

Protest Lack of Promotions, Black Food

Blacks Accuse .Cafeteria of Racis_t Policies
by GARY REED
Branding the cafeteria "disciiminatory" and its management policies "racist," a com·

II

.

mittee of black students Wed·
nesday, March 10, confronted
Xavier's Food Advisory Board
over alleged discrimination in pro·
motion of black employees, lack

Text of Cafeteria Letter

To The Food Service Committee:
We the Black Students of
Xavier University feel there is a
need to send in a separate
evaluation of the cafeteria
serVices since-our grievances are
different, and we wish for them to
be considered this way. Not only
considered,. but we want some
positive action to be taken by our
letter.
It is quite obvious the cafeteria
is running on a discriminatory
basis. First of all "you have" a
Food
Service
Advisory
Committee with six student
represenatives, and
administrators who are all white.
The cafeteria has no legitimate
reason for running on a racist
policy since the majority of your
employees are balck and there are
black students who use your
facilities, there is no excuse for
not having black representation.
The food in the cafeteria is
oriented to represent different
cultures but for some reason
black foods are not represented or

com1idered. Since you do have
black cooks there is no excuse!!!!
When it comes to yearbook
pictures (even though yearbook's
are being discontinued} again,
only white folks when you have
dominately black workers in the
grill and cafeteria.
The cafeteria promotes white
folks quicker than they do the
black workers who not only have
worked there for a longer time,
but because the employees are
mainly black there ought to be
more black supervisors male and
female.
We hope you will take action on
these obvious racist practices and
do something about it for your
own good as well as ours.
In summary, we demand that
black folks be represented on your
committee, we want to see more
black supervisors, ·and we want
black food served as you do serve
other cultural foods.
The Black Students of
Xavier University.

II

of black foods on the ·cafeteria
menu, and absence of black representation on the advisory board's
makeup.
Their charges, contained in a
letter signed by Barbara Milon,
Wesley and Keith Turner, and
Maulana
Tuungane, were
delivered to Mrs. Willie Lee
Lappin, Dietician and Director of
Food Services, and to John A.
Pfaffinger, Business Manager,
prior to Wednesday's 2:30 Food
Advisory Board meeting. Both
are members of the F.A.B.
In summary fashion, the
letter demanded "that black
folks be represented on your
committee, we want to see
more black supervisors, and
we want black food served as
you do other cultural foods."
Keith Turner, who read the
letter to the F.A.B., told the all
white board members that "If you
could prepare foods that enhance
blackness, I think it would
enhance the educational experience of black students here."
Pfaffinger challenged Turner to
explain, "what is meant by 'black
food'?"
Turner explained that he was
refering to culture-associated
foods, like Italian and Cantonese
foods.
(Continued on page 2)
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Thiron Can't Cope With Mount ·Espirit
by GARY REED

Mark Thiron, Xavier Student
Body President, embroiled Mount
St. Joseph's Student Government Association, yearbook staff,
and newspaper editors in a daily
of an uproar last week.
The affair began with a simple
request - a· form letter - asking
Xavier's Student Government to
purchase an ad in the Mount's
yearbook, Esprit. The letter was
sent by the yearbook committee.
Mark answered the request in a
"private letter" to Miss Maureen
Heffron, President of the Mount's
Student Government Association,
explaining that Xavier's Senat.e
had only recently recommended
the demise of the Muslteteer and
that it would therefore be inappropriat.e for the aenat.e to contribut.e. to the support of the
Mount yearbook. ~
"I do feel thou1h," . added
Mark, that in the preaent
financial crisis of hi1her
education, a trip down mem·
ory-lane hardly warrants
eonsideration relative to
many other educational pri·
orities. In addition, if your
present student publication
of Vis-a-Vis is any indication
of what we mi1ht expect of
the Esprit, I could not allocate
funds in this direction."
Nevertheless, Mark sent along
a check for fifty dollars made out
to the Mount SGA in recognition
of past cooperation between the
two l!Cho~ls.
Miss . Heffron revealed the
contents of Mark's letter and
receipt of the check to last
Wednesday's SGA meeting.
"lntially, there was some
concern," Heffron told News

editors, "because the toi:ie of the conclude," she inquires, "that
letter left a little confusion."
there is any substantial
Actually, according to News connection ·between the two
correspondent and 'Vis-a· Vis publications?"
O'Brien continues: "I will not
editor Lois O'Brien, the SGA
exploded. And in the midst of the try to justify Vis-a-Vis on the
din, in walked Mark Thiron.
basis of journalistic critieria
Again according to Miss (which you apparently know
Heffron, Mark explained to the precious little about) because it
Delhi maharanis that he did not · would take too long to illustrate
mean to appear bellicose and that the many cases in which we
he fully expected them to tum the observed the fine points of
checkovertotheyearbook.
journalism to the minutest
deirree. More basically, I refrain
"After he clarified it," Heffron from eo doing because I don't feel
related, "I think the majority of in neceaaary to justify anything
the senators believed hie to you."
sincerity."
·f
"If, aa I su1pect, your objections
are founded in isJlorance · of
Opinion
joumalistic practice.••" the letter
continue•, "I shall feel
The Mount group, however, vindicated."
voted to · retum the fifty dollar
Miu O'Brien'• letter was
check.
.
written on March 11, too' early' to.
In a follow-up letter dated take copiunce of 'i'hiron'•
March 12, Thiron wrot.e President follow-up letter, written Friday. :
Heffron, "I conaider this iuue Nor had Maureen .Heffron seen
closed and hope the level of om the lett.er as the New• went to·
working relationship maintains preia S\11\daY night, aDd 8o she
the atatU. which it has enjoyed in too declined to comment-on it.
the put."
Thinin'e second epistle belin•
Thiron did not count on the by quotiq Voltaire's lett.er to the
scorned women of the Via-a· Vis editor of the Quarterly, ''To hold a
staff. Hell hath no fury ...
pen is to be at war."
"i apolol(ize, not for the
In a letter due to arrive today,
· Lois O'Brien challen1ed Thiron contents of the letter," the.
to explain his accuaaiion1 Musketeer leader penned,
against the publication, which "but for my lack of foresi1ht
she edits.
in pereeivin1 the manner in
"You are to be congratulated which this letter would be
for composing such a masterpiece received."
of cyncism," writes O'Brien.
••Perhapa the pattern I have
fallen
into in relatin1 to a
"One sweeping and vague
criticism of Vis-a-Vis (made of predominantly male student
course, 'in all good conscience') is body does not serve well in
not only an affront to me but also communiCating to a govern·
a rather specious reason to . menial body composed of
females."
withhold support from 'Esprit.'
"Whatever led you
to

PART. TIM~ JO,BS
3 TO 11 SHIFT ·
Work Any Two Evenings
Plus Saturday Day Shift
$75 per wee~ Salary
APPLY IN PERSON
1802 Kroger Bldg.
3:00 P.M. Weekdays

Try Wasserman. For sighs•.
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wassarman
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Jewelers for one generation. Yours.

Blacks Accuse Cafeteria of Racist Policies
(Continued from page 1)

'"Grits, pig-feet, brains and
eggs."
·
Mrs. Lappin countered that she
did try to serve black foods, but
that collard greens were not available in "the quantities that we
would need."
Black-eyed peas, she said,
"simply do not go over.
"But I think we serve
cornbread - if that's one of the
items - as often as we serve Can- ·
tonese foods."
Both Pfaffinger and Lappin
asserted that they liked brains.
Explained Lappin, "It's not a
matter of my liking it, it's a
matter of the fact we have to cater
to the 99 or 98%. I also like turnip
greens."
The meeting then turned to the
q'uestion ofrepresen~ation.
Raymond Guye, Director of
Housing, also a member of the
F.A.B., informed the blacks that
membership on the board was
open and that if they wished to
nominate someone, he saw no
difficulty in adding another
member to the board.
"We always have one· or two
students who have an interest in
this area, who come in, and we
invite him to stay," Guye
commented.
Pfaffinger concurred, saying: "I don't see any difficulty
in having a representative either a dorm student or a
non-dorm student."
Mrs. Lappin also addressed the
group's charges about employee
promotion.
One of the three supervisory staff is a black, and the
head baker, head cook and
head cashier are all black.
Each had been promoted from
lower scale jobs.
Turner asked what the ratio

between black workers and black
supervisors was.
"Frankly," retorted Lappin,
"I'd have to count to see. I never
think of it in those terms."'
Turner asserted before the
blacks left the meeting that their
group planned "to get these conditions resurrected to our liking."

AASA Presents
Curriculum
(Continued from page I)

political advances within their
own community.
Fr. O'Callaghan's 'immediate
reaction was that he "would have
to have more time to study it," but
that "it is probably not within our
reach at the present time."
"The major problems I foresee
are financing and accreditation,"
he commented. "I doubt if the
North Central Association will
recognize a program taught
strictly by. part-time instructors
with non-terminal degrees."
O'Callaghan pointed to
black courses currently
taught
in
literature,
.education, psychology, sociology, and history already.
"Besides," he remarked, "if
black stuc\ents are allowed to
have a separate curriculum,
then every ethnic group will
demand one."
However, Tuungane rejected
courses already taught since they
are conducted by whites and what
he termed "Negro puppets." He
. also expressed the hope that the
black demands would lead other
non-white ethnic groups to push
for a program dealing with their
own culture rather than white
culture.
·

.

.
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Senate

App~ints

·oave Kihm Social Chairman
·some senators felt that
ineffective representation and
communication on their past part
might be a cause of student
apathy. Others stated that since·
the Student Government has no
actual power or authority
students see it as useless and
meaningless. The Senatore were
urged to consider the problems
involved and get student
feedback on the issue.
Because of the University
Senate meeting scheduled for
Wednesday, the Student Seriate
meeting will be postponed until
Thursday, March 18 in Alter Hall

(if to be continued); and the
The Student Senate, at their
DebateTeam(ifreinetanted).
. meeting of March 11, considered
These recommendations, along
second
time
18
for
a
with proposed changes from
recommendations, drawn up in
subcommittee, . which call for ·•other offices, as Student Affairs,
· will be presented to the Board of
changes in the General Fee.
Trustees who must decide the
One such proposed change outcome of the proposed fee
would allow Student Government increase. The recommendations
to handle the financial budgets of were unanimously endorsed by
the Senate.
such organizations as the X.U.
Dave Kihm, '72, was elected
Band (30%), Cheerleaders,
Mermaid Tavern,
Student Assistant Social · Chairman by
Volunteer
Services,
the the Senate and will handle all
Athenaeum, Clef Club, yearbook, social events for the remainder of

the year. He will automatically
become Social Chairman next
year. Dave announced that the
Cannf!d Heat and Blues singer,
John Lee Hooker, will be featured
on Spring We_ekend.
Athletic Chairman Paul Farrell
proposed that either he or a senior
mentber of the basketball team be
seated on the screening
committee to select the new
basketball coach. He felt that a
senior member of the team would
be more appropriate than a
player ffrom another class tO
guard against possible conflicts
..--....;......-=~---------------------- which might arise with the newlyappointed coach. The senate
unanimously endorsed Farrell's
·
proposal.
The meeting ended with a genXavier University Bookeii>re is ~ot attempting to get involved in
eral discuuj(ln concerning ·the
any student controversies according .to Mary Papania, Book · feasibility · of Student GovernDepartment Coordinator.
ment's continued existence, PresiThe News staff noted recently that several copies of the play "The
dent Mark · Thiron noted that
Brig" are available in the bookstore. When asked if these were
there has been little interest
brought in due to the cancellation of the ~l!ontroversial ·play on
shown in the up-coming Govcampus, Papania replied;"We ordered ten copies because the students
ernment elections. He stated
requested them. We have a student request service whereby any
that this is a problem not strictly
student can come in and request a book, and we will obtain it for him."
confined to Xavier, but one which
is effecting campuses across the
A casual check of the shelves showed that seven copies of the book
country.
Some universities have
remain unsold.'
already liquidated their student
The value of the specl,al service is vindicated by the list of books for
governments.
the newly proposed "black curriculum", which presents no special
problems for the bookstore.
·"We have had some of these books in the store because they have
been used as course texts in the past," Mies Papania explained. "As
far as individual selections, I'd have to check but I :think we probably
haveeome ofthein in stock right now."
· · ··
·
The Brookwood Country
Club is the location for the
She asserted, "Anybody who wants a specific book, send him to see
Junior Prom on Friday, March
me."
19. The entertainment for the
night will .be provided by the
New Lime and Stone Fox. The
tickets will be $5 per couple
Opinion
und will be on sale all week
acros·s from the grill and from
any of the class officers. Maps
and any other information will
be available in the booth across
from the grill. For further
Reprinted from the Utopian, Thomas More College, February 4, by
formation call Fred Petz at
kind permission of the editor and author
Ann •Ulmschneider.
•.
•
. .
.
853-3322.
~

103.

Bookstore - No Controversy

Junior Prom

Give Her The Ring
She Really Wants.
You know she'd really rather have
a ring from Newstedt-Loring Andrews .
and when you check our prices you'll
find them well within your budget.
OJ course, we offer divided payments ·
with no jinance charges.
The set shown is $225.
Engagement ring only, $200.

r:

NEWSTEDT
~
LORING ANDREWS
4th St. Downtou•n • Hyt!e Parl: Square

TMC ·Tuition Increase

in-

~.

/

·.'~t

Thomas More recently made the official
announcement of a tuition increase for next year.
Courses will be per credit hour, a $6 increase over the
charge for the current year. Xavier University, which
presently is charging $45 per credit hour will be holding
the line for next year, but found it financially necessary
to drop some faculty members. Mount St. Joseph will
increase from $650 to $850 per semester next year. The
preceding figures are not really very startling. They
only serve to emphasize what people in higher
education and the public have known for a long time that private institutions are in such sad financial
straits that their continuing existence is sorely
threatened.
Despite the limits on dealing with the college's
financial dilemma, we feel that there is much
constructive action which can be taken. One obvious
and oft-repeated solution is to lobby for federal or state
support of private education. In the belief that effort
should be directed towards more than one solution, we
put forth the following concern: Efforts should be
increased in getting the private colleges in the Greater
Cincinnati area to work together. In recent years, there
has been activity in this area. Various departments
have met with one another. The pyschology
departments' cooperation is an example of progress.
Efforts have been made.to keep social activities open to
all colleges. Administrators at various levels met and
talked. What has been lacking is not activity: as such,
but coordination. THE UTOPIAN strongly urges
Thomas More, Xavier, Mt. St. Joseph, and
Edgecliff to jointly hire a full-time person who
would be solely in charge of opening new
channels of c~operation and coordinating
existing ones among the colleges. The hiring of
such a person would indicate that the colleges are·
aware of the serious financial threat they are facing
and that they have made serious. efforts to meet it.
Platitudes about ''the need for private education" or
"the importance of Catholic education" will not
guarantee our survival. . Constructive actions will at
least make the odds a little better.
Editor's note: Hiring a new administrator is one suggestion;· reassigning a man already employed by one of the universities or
setting up a standing committee ar~ alternative sugge~tions.

Trust love.

,...........,
. ...................
·~il·
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cuest Column . .

Dorothy C. Rush

Fine Arts Program

interested in Civic affairs and the beauty of our
In defense of the Fine Arts Program, let me preface my environment.
remarks by stating first that great interest has been
On campus, the Depart~ent does expose~~ student to
shown by the University students and secondly that
classes in the Arts are well attended.
the arts by concerts, semmars and art exh1b1ts. We not
.
.
.
.
.
only bring interesting people on campus but enable the
An .essential part of hberal ~ucat1on should mclude · students to meet these artist& who are recognized in their
some knowledge of the Arts. This is what the Fine Arts fields
·
Department is all about. Not every student can take a
History of Art or a History of Music course, but everJ
At the same time the Fine Arts Department keeps our
student should be exposed tO the art fields and avail students aware of what is happening in the Fine Arts on ·
him.self of the opl>ortunity to .team about art through other campu&es and makes available t.o them 1
these programs. The Fine Arts .u,partment does this very intercollegiate programs.
thing by bringing to the atteno_on of the students all
The Fine Arts Department in furthering the role of
events taking place in the city and nearby communities higher, education strives to familiarize the student with
- historic events, concerts, theatre, art shows, lectures, the artist's heritage and at the f!&me time make them
musuems. We frequently make tickets: available for these aware of how art and human relations go together.
events.
It would be a pity to discontinue a program which has
The Fine Arts Departme~presents your University been built on a sound footing through hard work and is
by serving on the _coquni'ftees of Playhouse in the Park, now becoming a very integral part of the educational
Cincinnati Symphony, May Festival, Zoo Oi;era, the City opportunities offered at Xavier. Certainly :tJeing
Beautiful Committee, and the Y.F.A. By so doing, the knowledgeable about the Fine Arts not only broadens the
Department can give evidence that Xavier University is _prospective but also makes life more enjoyable.
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MSJ Curriculum Reform
Unaware of Xavier's progre88 with curriculum reform,
I'm not sure how revealing this report of the Mount's
action will be. But the Curriculum committee baa
, developed two viable proposals perhaps of interest to
Xavier students and faculty.
Based on the new:course stystem put into effect this
year, proposals are geared to allow the possibility of a
baccalaureate degree with two majors and an optional
secondary certification.
The first proposal would reduce general requirements,
setting the number of courses required for graduation at
32. Eight or nine of these would be in the major field and
any required courses beyond this number would be
subject to approval by the Curriculum committee. Twelve·
courses outside the major would be distributed in the
liberal arts. as follows: science or math, two couraee;
history or social science, two or three courses; English or

·Forµni ·Report

foreign language, tow or three courses; fine arts, 1 course;
philosophy, two courses; theology, two courses.
Additional courses would be taken in or outside the .
major, or could be directed towards an education degree.
The alternate proposal calls for abolition of general
requirements. Under this proposal, each major
department would set up its : requirements and prerequisites in certain course areas. The matrix then
developed would be subject to inspection and approval by
the curriculum committee.
Both proposals depend upon the development of a
strong academic advisory system to help the student in
obtaining her liberal.arts backP'.Oung.
Both proposals were submitted to the faculty for
discuuion on March 9. Voting was postponed. Extensive
discuuion between faculty and students is expected. ·
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Montessori Education.
Two of the greatest impacts on American education in The great.est motivating factor ·there are for good child
the past decade have been made by the ·Montessori care in any area is active support by the society.
p~................- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -........
Method and Sesame Street. Mrs. , Nancy McCormick
Rambusch, considered the leading Montressorian in the
The Healistart program, though looked upon
U.S. today, expounded upon this topic last Thursday unfavorably. by Mrs. Rambusch, can take credit for
eveing in the fourth part of the XU Forum aeries. She has demonstrating the impact of early experience. outside the·
studied at Toronto U., Columbia U., and in Europe under· family and for proving how much information very ·
Dr. Maria Montessori, and in 1958 founded in young children can absorb. The fortunate popularity of
Connecticut the first and model for American Montessori Sesame Street can be attributed to the realization by its
schools.
.
creators that children do indeed watch TV and are very
Ten years ago MonteHori education was much more receptive to redundant and entertaining stimuli (once
idealistic than it is today. Thinking it was good for some limited to commercials). So what Maria Mont.essori
did not make it great necessarily for everybody. As she consciously set out to do was set up "non-schools" with
put it, "Once the prophets have left town and the priests "nonteachers", a world- away from the real world in
take over, there are great problems in spreading the which to observe the specifity of children and concenhoate
gospel," and even the most enthusiastic proponents of on their cognitive growth.
this new method realize its inadequacy as a "universal
panacea."
One definite universal effect of Montessori however,
has been the consciousness-raising experience it has
elicited from young parents in regards to their children
and their education. The suc.-:ess of Montessori schools
lies mainly in the fact that the message of such an
The Xavier Newa wpubliahed duriq the.~
educational alternative corresponds with ideas already
year ucept durins vacation and examination
present in the minds of many parents. In fact, Montessori
perioda by Xavier .Univenity. Hamilton Coanty,
schools are very much parent-controlled, due to the
Evauton. Cincinilaij. Ohio 46207. '3.00 per year.
popular spread of information concerning the method,
Entered u 9eCOftd ct... ma&terOctOber 4. UM& at the
and the recent de-mythologization of education as known
Pon Oftice of Cincinnati. Ohio under the Ad of
in America. With Montessori education the distinction
Mudl 3, 18'19. Letten 1hoald be .......... to the
between home and school, between teachers · as
Editor and mailed to the Newa in .can of the Xawilr
professionals and parents as amateurs becomes
Univenity Cent..
intentionally blurred. The valid existence of today's
institutions is being called into questi'?n, and there seems
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
D. Gary Reed
to be a growing interest in just not sending the kids
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
anywhere because the bureaucracy of the public school
Paul F. McLaughlin
systems sheds doubt upon its effectiveness as a valuable
extra-familial group situation. The 1970's will see the MANAGING EDITOR .................. Dennis C. King
quality of childlife more important than child NEWS EDITOR ........................ Jim Gruenwald
SPORTS EDITOR ....................... Robert R. Hyle
performance.
CAMPUS EDITORS ........ Time Teahn, Peggy Griffin,
. One major criticism of Montessori education is that in
Phil A. Mullin
1907 when it started, the intentioq seemed to be to help SECRETARY ....................... Colleen McCormick
inner city and deprived children, whereas.today it seems COLUMNISTS ........ Gregory X. Boehm, Lois O'Brien,
to be a luxury only of the affluent. Mrs. Rambusch agrees
Diana Bieliauskas, John Blanchard
that it is most successful where it is best funded. Someone
PRODUCTION MANAGER
in the audience wanted to know the father's role in
Steve Goodman
Montessori education. Mrs. Rambusch says that it isn't LAYOUT ........ G. Gemperline ,Ric Calme
very large, due to the limited contact today between CIRCULATION ............. Gregory Keer, John Albert
father and child, and due to the very low status a man FACULTY ADVISOR ....................... John Getz
would enjoy as a nursery_ school teacher (would enjoy). BUSINESS MANAGER .................... Jack Jeffre
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Letters to the Editor
XU-Marquette· Game

Editor:
May I take this means to express to the young men of
Xavier, the appreciation of the Department of Athletics
for the wonderful support and their excellent conduct at
the Xavier-Marquette basketball game Saturday.
We are grateful to the Dean of Students Office,
members of the football team, the student council, the
Class of 1974, and our student body for presenting to a
national television audience a premier example of the
type of young man enrolled at Xavier.
You made all of us proud of you.
Again, thank you.
Best wishes,
Jim McCafferty
Director of Athletics

,
'Appalled, Astounded'

bear Father O'Connor:
Editor:
~ am appalled and astounded to read your editorial
Yesterday as you know Marquette University played
"Advertisement for Murder." You are either woefully
Xavier University in basketball. I feel that it was a
uninformed concerning the purpose of the R.O.T.C.
memorable day for two reasons.
Program or you are too biased and intolerant to admit the
First of all Marquette completed the only . regwar
principal reason for R.O.T.C. training in the United
undefeated season in its fifty two years of basketball
States.
history.
The R.O.T.C. Program has been responsible for
The second. reason is the wonderful display of .
suppling some of our country's finest officers. The
spo~anship by the student body of Xavier Univeristy,
primary function of the Armed Forces of the United
at the end of the game. As you are well aware it seems
States is the defense of this country. I completely
that whenever two Jesllit schools play against e'ach other
disagree that the United States Army is designed "to
it turns out . to be a tough, ·bruising battle with the
kill" in the sense you use the expression. Since the United
students expressing their feelings in a most vociferous
States is a moral nation her Armed Forces policies are
Editor:
way. Or to put it bluntly, they are bloody battles. Maybe
also moral. There may be exceptions; some individual
Evidently,
my
intention
to
attend
Xavier
Univennty
the fact that St. Ignatius was a solider has something to
members may be amoral but these are exceptions. ''The
was based on false premises. My intention was to attend
do with the spirit.
R.O.T.C. Program is not regarded by the majority on
Xavier University in order ot receive a first class
·I do want y~u to know how very much the gesture ·of
campus as totally inconsistent with the aims of Xavier
education. However, it now appears that attendance at
·your students was appreciated by the entire team ·the
University as a Catholic institution and with the
Xavier means subsidizing a faltering athletic program
faculty, and students of Marquette University. It .,;ould
development of fine moral character."
and a growing bureaucracy. An increase in this subsidy
take ~ many pages to due justice to their comments. I
threatens to reduce education at Xavier to second class
To compare the R.O.T.C. Program with abortion is
know ~t the Jesuits at Marquette commented many
status.
totally illogical, narrow-minded, and immature.
times about how wonderful it was.
. ·This current situation seems all the more astonishing
Do you realize if it had not been for the Armed Forces of
It was especially meaningful to me to get the
given the fact that Xavier has a large Business College. It
this country you would be living under Fascism and your
background of the display from your fine athletic
would seem practical to apply classroom techniques to
right to express your opinion would be non-existent. At
director, ?.fr, James J. McCafferty. The students of Xavier
the university at large. Is it possible that deficit spending
least give our Armed Forces the right to function as they
University are to be complimented for their good taste ·
pervades even the Business College? ·
deem necessary just as you have the. right to critize
and thoughtfulness in adding to an already memorable
unjustly and untruthfully.
Stop-gap methods such as fee increases which precede
basketbal_l seaaon for the Marquette Warriors.
tuition· increases are just that, stop-gaps. Hassling over
Sincerely yours,
Wishing· you and your faculty and students God's
· which activity stays and which goes is an exercise in &elfbleBBings, I am,
Mary T. Goldcamp
deception. Elimination of the salary of the Student
Sincerely yours in Christ,
(Mrs. Joseph H.)
Affairs Dean is imperative. Elimination of salaries of
3927 North Cliff Lane
Reverend Leonard Piotrowski; S.J.
activity advisors is imperative. Elimination of activities
.
Assistant Professor of Theology
which do not directely pay for their operating expenses is
Chaplain: Marquette University Basketball Team
imperative. Further, a one year ·conditional atheltic
budget should be adopted. If income from athletic events
Dear Xavier Community;
does not exceed scholarships, expenditures, and cost of
After the embaraBBing situation with Julian Bond on
Editor:
maintenance· of athletic plants, then upon condition .
Sunday
night, I sat down and wrote an eleven page letter
We have just finished wat.ching the tele~ XavierCorcoran Stadium and Schmidt Fieldhouse would be put
describing in detail the bullshit I've gone through this
Marquette Basketball game and, as Marquette ·alumni,
. on public auction.
· semester with the administration, faculty, alumni, and
were pleased with the final outCome.. We were even more·
especially the students in trYing to schedule speakers.
Lastly, I wish someone would explain precisely how
pleased, however," by -the fine display ·of sportsmanship ·
The purpose of this original letter was to convey the
of
liberal
arts
courses
can
be
liberating
when
four
years
provided by the XAvier student body.when they infurled
massive frustrations I have encountered, as do all
."students and parents are tied -to tuition increases every
the huge sign_ which" read: "Xavier says Marquette All
students
trying to do anything worthwhile around here.
·two
years.
.
TheWayintheNCAA."
··
:
.
j- T . •
. •
Gerard· R. Wagner
However,
since I have seen the depths of apathy in you
Here's h~ping that tlie sign comes ture and the fine
selfish bastards, and since I realized that the letter was
basketball · played .. in the Xavier-Marquette · series·
partially motivated by paranoia, but mostly by anger, I
. '· · ·.
·' · ·
·
continues. Thanb gaiii. ·
.
. ·- ;~~\I
_· , : :~·
G_;..
Editor: - ·,· ,,-:<',· ""' ,,.,. , ~~ ~ ~ ... ,.,,' ·.; ~' ~"' -~-'-t'; ~ ··· · - won't·wasteyour time with niay·Jlri>bfems (You obviously
This letter is written to express our dissatisfaction with
wouldn't care anyhow)._
John & Claire Allen
the job of Mark Thiron ori the University ~nate. The
I must present what I feel is one of your problems. I was
2748 Golfside Dr.
fo~o~g opinions are just Ptat, ou~ 'o~ personal.
going to resign as SJ>eakers' Chairman, but in doing this
Ann Arbor, Michigan
op101ons.
I would only be joining the herd of cattle around here
48104
Mark Thiron does not speak for all the student
which has absolutely no concern for anyone or anything
representatives. His statements · concerning student
but themselves and their own comfort and pleasures.
policy are not agreed upon by all students. We are not
Instead, I will continue and am now asking myself if I
. asking Mark Thiron to change his opinions or stop
should be spending such large sums of money - striving for his desires. But we do resent him seeking his
students' money - on speakers for such a small number
demands through our names, saying he is speaking for
of people. You will answer this question for me. If, in the
all the students.
. future, I do not see, thro1:1gh your actions, that you to
The University Senate has the chance to be a very
. some extent back the Speakers' Program we have set up,
Breen Lodge was presented to Stude~t ·
powerful tool in bringing the University community
then I will schedule no one else to speak and will cancel
Government last· year to be used by various
together and effect·changes. The thing that will hurt the
the tentative date we have with Dick Gregory.
. _student· organizations who needed office
senate the most will be if the members start to play the
This letter of rebuke pertains to all members of what iS
space. In order to open up this building for
game of politics. Most of the members came into the first
called a "community" around here; that is, as I have said
meeting in hopes of working for progressive, positive
student use, three Jesuits were evicted.
above, the administrators, faculty members, alumni, and
change. Mark Thiron was trying to play i>olitics. He tried
Presently, . this building houses one
especially students. I hope the situation does improve.
to push all the students into a collective blaock, simply
duplicating machine and much empty space.
doing as he directed. Instead of trying to get members
Terrance W. Delaney
The building.has two further drawbacks: it is
elected who would be fair and open minded, Mark tried to
Speakers' Chairman
presently littered with wasted paper, making
elect people who traditionally are favorable to the
students. We, as students have demands and desire
it_ a fire hazard; and its maintenance and
changes, but so too do other members of the community,
utility costs are paid out of the general fee.
as faculty and administrators. If we expect them to be
We ask: Why not return this building to the
receptive to our ideas of change, so too must we be
receptive to their ideas. Hopefully the Senate would be a
.Jesuits,· particularly to Father Savage?
body viod of politics, upon which all could express their
Editor:
Father Savage has expressed his interest in
and
grievances
equally.
Playing
political
games
I was dismayed to read your recent editorial
ideas
setting it up as a community for himself and
announcing that, in future, the XU News will refuse ad
would only destroy the Senate.
graduate students in English in order to
space to the R.O.T.C. because it kills people. I alv.ays
We also wish to express our dissatisfaction of Mark
provide direction and assistance for
imagined that it was your goal to give increasingly wider
Thiron's proposed ammendment to change the election
coverage to controversial issues of all kinds, rather than
undergraduate English majors.
procedures from electing one dorm business
increasingly narrow coverage - and let your readers
representative, one dorm Arts and Science, one commuter
Can this University afford to evict one
decide each issue on its own merits - if any. Why this
business, and one commuter A&S, to two at large dorm
duplicating machine and a little trash in
sudden zeal to print only what you think is good for us?
reps, and two at large commuter reps. We do not wish to
order to accommodate people who have a
If your remarkable new moral leadership is carried to
argue here.for or against the ammmendment. What we do
its logical end, you will next have to refuse space to the
vision for the future?
object to is the following clause:
History Department because everyone knows that
-P.F.M.
"The student Body wishes to avoid the unnecessary
history is· nothing but the bloody record of man's
!lndJinin.llture fighting infighting \Yhich has plagued the
conquest of other men by killing. After that, you will in
administration of these two colleges.i'
all fairness have to censor news from the Theology
Even taking the above as true, as we do not, it will
In regards to the Grill price increase, Mr.
Department because men have killed more
only tend t_o polarize people and prolong the problem,
Jerry Perry, Assistant Food Service Director,
enthusiastically for the glory of Christendom than they
rather than attempt to solve it.
ever have for any mere nationalism. Indeed, our very
told the News that the ten highest volume
We
speak
only
for
ourselves.
We
disagree
with
the
way
school
mascot -THE MUSKETEER - had a lot more to
items in the Grill remained at their previous
Mark Thiron has done his job, and we disapprove of
do with killing than with scholarship.
price. Mr. Jack Pffaffinger; Business
Mark saying things in behalf of all the student members .
Beware this urge to close the door on ideas that disturb
Manager, supported this. However, a check of
of the Senate. Mark is a hard worker, but we feel he tries
you. You are violating your own excellent tradition of
to push us to follow him in all of his desires, where as he
the Grill's prices revealed that two of the ten
fighting for the right of all opinions to be heard. If you
tries for his ideas, we must also work for ours.
items (the ham sandwich and the coney
start playing Big Brother, who's left'!
Michael Hart
island) had jumped five cents apiece.
University Senator, Dormitory Business
Jean Dye
We wonder about this discrepancy!
Audiovisual Center
Robert Tuke, Jr.
Campus
-P.F.M.
University Senator, Commuter Business
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Time Runs Out On
by STEVE GOODMAN

There is little chance that
Xavier will be able to keep the big
time-sharing
computer
it
introduced to the Cincinnati area
over a year ago.
Jack Niehaus, Acting· Director
of the Computer Center, revealed
in a News interview that he is
"95% sure" that the computer will
be returned to General Electric as
intended.
"This is not · the time
economically to pull · hard-line
negotiations," he admits.
Xavier purchased the computer
from GE in October, 1969. The
purchase, agreem1mt .called for
monthly payments for (our years,
with cancellation provisions at
any time the university would be
unable to make payments. ·
,The deal was financially
possible because a Detroit-based
company, Applied . Computer
Time Sharing (ACTS), disclosed
two years ago that it was
interested in setting up a time·
sharing computer in the
Cincinnati area.
Xavier was able to get a oneyear contract with ACTS, with
indications of continuation past
the expiration date of last Dec. 31.
"The federal grant picture looked
very lucrative at the time,"
Niehaus said, "and there was
also the possibility of other
vendors. _
"The risk of having a one-year

B~g

contract and a four-ye~u payment
did not look that terrific. at the
time." With the revenues from
wholesaling computer time to
acts, the university was able to
cut monthly payments. on the
computer to about $1000.
Although the ACTS business in
'.:incinnati was doing well
enough, the company ran up
surplus time in Detroit. To cut
expenses, ACT~ switched its time·
sharing services to multiplexing,
a system by which many
scrambled messages can be sent
on one direct wire to be
: unscrambled in Detroit.
ACTS terminated the contract
With Xavier when it expired, and
the university was faced with
complete loss of revenues. Alas,
federal grants were much lower
than· ~xpected. The payments on
the computer became much too
expensive for Xavier's budget,
forcing cancellation of the use of
the equipment.
Niehaus stressed that the only
loss incurred from the deal was in
"capability": "Now the student or
professor doesn't have a readily
a vailabfo
tool."
,: ....
He added that there was no
switchov.er of . administrative

-

Computer

OUT
50 BRAND NEW TOWELS-$5,.95

TOWEL CLOSE

work from the 360 computer to the
time-sharing computer: "The risk
involved prevented us from doing
more than conceptualizing
programs for handling things
like registration or other
administrative work."
Niehause
is
presently
investigating the possibility of
getting another computer which
would not only include time
sharing but also batch mode, or
multiple, programming. . This
machine . would
be
an
administrative as well as
academic tool. Xavier will
probably have one · within the
next three years, Niehaus said.
Was. it all worth it? "Very
definitely," Niehaus said. "For
one reason, it gave computer
center administrators experience
in time-sharing.
"Also, stui:lenis who did get to
take advantage of time-sharing
had something they didn't have
before. It also brought the
computer into a lot of
departments that didn't see it
before; perhaps they'll use the
computi:r. center facilities more
now.
"It was a good contract, while it
lasted," Niehaus said.
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Soon, you will r.hoose
the ring to symbolize your
engagement. Choose Keep·
sake ... and be sure of
a perfect diamond of
superior color and cut.
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER .... these special
low prices good through March 30, to introduce
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"Charige' Describes Selective Service Operations
If one word were to be
uaed to dellCribe Selective
Service operations of the
past 13 months, that word
might be "change."
In little over one year,
the Selective Service came
under new leadership,
changed the selection process, introduced a new
"image" and instituted
policies which spread the
obligation to serve more
equally among the Nation's
young men.
The first .lottery since
1942 was held in December,
1969, involving all men 19
throqh 26 :yean of qe,
·.then presently in the man·
power pool. Young · men
with nnclom aequencenum·
ben 196 and below answered 163,500 draft can. cluring
calendar year 1970.
A .second clrawina was
held in July; 1970, ·to sive· ·
lottery numbers to those
men who turned 19 in 1970
and will form the bulk of
the 19'11 draft p0ol.
While the lottery aigni·
ficantly changed the draft
procedures, ·it also served
as a catalyst for leas publici·
zed, but equally important
changes in Sel~tive Service. ·•
To carry out these
chantiea, President Nixon
selected Assistant Secretary of the Air Force and
former college president Dr.
Curtis W. Tarr, as his new
Director of Selective Service,
replacing General Lewis B.
Hershey, who was promoted to a position of White
House Advisor.
Shortly after Tarr'a appointment in April, Presi·
dent Nixon ordered an end
' to occupational, agricultural
and paternity. deferments,
and at the same time asked
Congress to restore his
authority to end all defer·
ments based on ectucatiop.
He also asked for a uni·
form national call, requiring
all men with the same lot·
tery number to answer call11
uniformly throughout the
country.
During 1970, Dr. Tarr
gave priority to the development of specific guidelines
and directives to local board
personnel on all new poli·
cies and administrative
changes, including guidelines on Supreme Court
decisions which have
changed Selective Service
regulations, or the interpretation of existing policies.
· He also established an
Inspection Services Division

••

to" workdirectly With state
headquarters and local
boards to assure uniform
interpretation of policies
and procedures. Regional
service centers also were
established to provide
logistic and administrative
- support to the 56 state head·
quarters unite and the more
than 4,000 local bords in
the Selective Service Sy·
stem.
. Committed to explaining
the new direction for Selec·
tive Service to the more
than 50,000 paid and vol·
imteer personnel in the
System, and to observe firsthand how the system was
operating, Dr. Tarr viaited
51 state headquarten, more
than 600 local boarda and
frontline military uni~ in
Vietnam, Korea and the
Philippinee durinc the year.
As · national policy
changed, so too did the ·
local boards. Continuing a
program betrun in 1967,
boards in 1970 continued
to expand their membership
to ethnic minoritiee, women
and younger people. Panela
of sub-boards were added to
overcome backlogs and to
help implement the new
procedures.
Dr. Tarr also directed
task fo~ to find solutions
to manqement, policy, and
information problems. One
effort resulted in a decision.
to computerize a management information program
which was started in 1970.
Other resulting decisions
were commitments to im·
prove the alternate work
program for Conscientious
Objectors, and to create
an "open door" public in·.
formation .program, includ· ...
ing the publication of five
brochures to be offered this
month to the public through
schools, local boards and a
central mailing house.
Dr. Tarr also utilized the
service of the System's more
than 800 Youth Advisors,
brinliing youth into key
roles in the System. More
than 60% of the recommen·
dations of the Youth Ad·
visory Committees present·
ed to Dr. Tarr at a national
conference in June, 1970,
wer adopted by the end
of the year.
·
Among other
1970

a

chanies" was policy which
required registrants not appearing for pre-induction
physical exams to report
for induction at which time
the examination would ~
given. Thie new policy
closed a major loophole
used by draft evaders. ·
An "Extended Priority
Selection Group.,. of young
men with "reached" lottery
numbers who entered the
pool of available manpower
too late in the year to be
inducted also was establish·
ed. Their· liability for in·
duction was extended into
· a new year, uauring that
men with like lo~ num·
bera at each local· board
were aubject . to the same
treatment.
Another new policy arivee
the ftlliatrant the opportu· ·
nity to volunteer for a preinduciion order, allowing
the young man to clarify
hie acceptability for mili·
tary service at an early date.
Another . new Selective
Service policy allows young
men to drop deferments at ·
any time, regardless of
whether they still are meeting the conditions for which
the deferment was issued.
Thia new regulation allows
men with high lottery num·
hers to be dropped to a
lower draft priority where
they would not be inducf.ed
unless there was a major
national emerge~cy..
To a~hieve the President's
goal of a "zero draft,"
another task force was ap.pointed to work on recom·
mendationa for a stand-by

draft, to include the latest
methods ofcomputerization,
efficiency and more uniform
administration.
The new system would
register an estimated two
million young men who
tum 18 every year, inform·

Thia survey ia conducted to eetimate the popularity of Xavier's
yearbook. It i8 aleo being diatributed becau.e the univenity ia
financially in a troubled state and the pouibility of terminating
the yearbook's publication will facilitate the· mtuation by recliatri·
buting the yearbook's mare of the funds from the General Fee
to other areas of student activity. The yearbook's •hare, which
is approximately $15,000, could help defraY, other co.ta but would
not rule out the poaaibility of an in~ in the General Fee
nexi year.
Please answer the following queationa..ud return ihia form to
the University Center desk by March 25•.
· 1) Do you want a yearbook?

_ _ _ _ Yes

2) If you

Any additional comments or suggestions would be appreciated.
Thank you,
The Yearbook Staff

MYTH, SYMBOL, AND MODERN MAN
SIX LECTURE-DISCUSSIONS
at
Mt. St. Mary Seminary
Moeller Ave., Norwood
Evenings at 7:30, Public invited, No admission
Thurs., Mar. 18 - "Sacraments as Symbolic Actions",
Rev. Giles Pater M.A.
Wed., Mar. 24 - "Symbolism and Contemporary Film",
Rev. William J. Hagerty, S.J.
Mon., Mar. 29 - "Symbolism and Myth-A Religtous
Perspective",
Rev. Thoma~ Savage, S.J., Ph.D.
Wed., Mar. 31 - "Recurrent Symbols in Contemporary
American Fiction'', Mr. John Getz
....:sponsored by Graduate Department of Philosophy-

•

• Slrloln St11k
• ld&ho laked Potatt

.,......
=~t · " ·'Ir.•.
. Ctei : Crl111 G•rllt1

• Salad Bowl ft':'.~

Rn. Donald c. Campbell, C.S.P.
Vocation Director

'

·cpauJistth· 1.,P
'T'a e~

MONFORT HllGHTI
1..... ac11twl1tM1.
ROSELAWN

...... '"·

1...........

WOODLAWN

Listen for
the sounds
of love~ ..
Where do you hear them?
In a plea for help from
someone who needs it? In a
dialogue between students and
the Establishment? In a talk .
session for a marriage-on-the·
rock.a? At a Catholic Mass
conducted in an Episcopal
Church?
You'd be surprised.
The sounds of love are
everywhere - anyone can
hear them. If they listen .
The Paulists listen. But,
like everything in life, the
. things that matter most are
the hardest.
It isn't easy being a Paulist.
But then, the best things in
life never are.
If you are interested in
· more information about the
Paulis~ priesthood, write to:

Sptef•f Cit Cfl•r·•rofltll

...,

are ·a student, indicate your class year: _ _ __

If other than student, please indicate (e.g. adminis·
trator, faculty member, etc.): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

***Ml.NU***

101M S1r1HRet• Pile

No _ _ _ _ I don't care

Why or why not?

ITEAICHOUSE

CHl1li-GIOVI

their ability to serve their
country· in case of national
emergency.

Prayers of the community are requested for
the recovery of Fr. Harker E. Tracy, S.J. who
suffered a severe stroke last Wednesday
morning. Father Tracy teaches courses in
ethics and current moral problems and serves
as faculty moderat.or of both the St. Thomas
More Pre-Law Society and the Natural Law
Society.

••

•••• :.·,.-·i .•: ....

ing them of their rights,
their opportunities and obligations and place them in
categories beet reflecting

•ect

•coci-Col•" end "Coke;' ire rql1t1 9d lr1C1•m1rk1 •hie" ldenlitv lht 11me product or Th• coca·Cl?t~ c~'!'-:'.ny,

under the authority of The Coca·Cola Compan

.

._

_

•

by: "The Coca·COll Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati".

Room 114
415 West 59tb Street
New Yorll, N.Y. 10019
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COACHING HUNT CONTINUES
by BOB HYLE and
TIM TEAHAN
The search for a new basketball
coach is going on. but in the
meantime Xavier's recruiting is
at a standstill.
Athletic Director Jim McCafferty reports that he has received
83 written applications and 12
more calls from persons expected
to apply.
Of the 83 applicants, 19 are
college head coaches. Xavier is
expected to look for someone with
college experience rather than
bringing in a high school coach.
One of the applicants is
Ashland College Coach Bill
Musselman. Ashland, a small
college power, is known for its
tough defensive play and has
been in several NCAA small
college tournaments.
Another candidate for the job
vacated by George Krajack is his
freshman coach and scout, Jerry
Doerger. Doerger is in his first
year at Xavier, after coaching at
Moeller High School here in
Cincinnati for several years.
The Intramural Department is
in the final stages of organizing
the Men's Volleyball League,

which starts this Monday. The
program will run until the end ·of
April. ·
.
Five-Man Basketball is pre·
sently running, and the championship will be decided around
May 1. Women's Basketball
begins this Thursday in the
Armory. The Armory has't been
used by the coeds as much. as
was expected, and might be
opened to men also on nights
when the intramural program
is being run in the fieldhouse.
Also coming up are table tennis
matches, the single & double
handball tournament, horseshoes,
and the foul shooting contest.
Plans are being finalized for
the annual "Greek Weekend", to
be held May 19-20. The Intra·
mural Department is looking for
a different name for the annual
fling, which ·will emphasize fun
rather than competition. ActiVities will include egg tossing,
a kite-flying contest, tug-of-war,
and other games.

• • • •••

Hockey· isn't a word heard
often around the Xavier campus,
and when it is, usually it is
preceded with, "I wish Xavier
had a hockey team."
A group of freshmen and

1971 XAVIER UNIVERSITY BASEBALL SCHEDULE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6,
7.
8.
9.
JO.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
' 22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Tues.
Set.
Sun.
Mon.
Thurs.
Set.
Sun.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Mon.
Tues.
Fri.
Set.
Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Set.
'Sun.
Tues.
Thurs.
Set.
Sun.

University of Dayton et Dayton, Ohio
Thomae More College at XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Bellermine College et XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Hanover College et Hanover, Indiana
Delta State College et Cleveland, Miaaiuippi
Loyola University et New Orleana, Louioiane
10
Loyola University et New Orleana, Louiaiane
11
13 Tulane University at New Orleans, Louisiana
Tulane University at New Orleans, Louisiana
14
15 Northeast Louioiana Univ. at Monroe, Louisiana
19 Ohio University et Athens, Ohio
Miami University at XAVIER UNIVERSITY
20
23 University of Cincinnati at XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Central State Univ. et Wilberforce, Ohio
24
University of Dayton at XAVIER UNIVERSITY
25
University of Kentucky at Lexington, Kentucky
26
27 Miami University at Oxford, Ohio
29 Thomae More at XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Univeraity of Cincinnati at U.C.
30
2 Univ. of Notre Dame at Notre Dame, Indiana
3. Centre College at Danville, Kentucky
"!BY
Mey 4 Kentucky Wesleyan at XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Bell State Univeraity at Muncie, Indiana
Mey 5
Mey 8 Wright State Univ. at XAVIER (Family Day)
Mey 9 Central St.ite of Ohio at XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Mey 11
Ohio University at XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Earlham College at Muncie, Indiana (Twinight)
Mey 13
Mey 15
Marshall University at XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Mey 16 Merion College at Indianapolis, Indiana (DH)
Mer.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Mey

30
3
4
5
8

3:15 P.M.
2:00 P.M:
2:00 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
3:15 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M..
1:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
6:30 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.

We'll show you that, for the right man,
selling our more than 250 different food
products is a rewarding challenge.
Last year we promoted over 15% of our sales
force to positions of greater responsibility, so we
need new men. Good men with initiative, drive and
intelligence, who know how to «ommunicate their
ideas. Men who will be business consultants and
merchandisers rather than just salesmen. Men who
can make our growth to $270 million double in the
next ten years. We're proud to be in the top 20%
of Fortune's 500 in profitability and growth.
Eight weeks of initial training and your future is
unlimited with one of the most progressive,
action-minded companies in the food industry.
Lipton is your bag. Prove it to yourself.
Maybe next year we'll be promoting you.
To find out more about Lipton and how you
can begin a career in Sales Management,
register now for a personal interview with the
Lipton representative who will be interviewing
on campus on MARCH 22.
Or write to:
Mr.J E Wood
Sales Manpower Development Manager
Thomas J L1p1on, Inc.
800 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs. N.J. 07632

Uatan
Enar1woo~1f:r~~~~l0~~1

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
LIPTOtl TEA I LIPTO~l SOUP MIXES I LIPTON MAIN DISH DINNERS I WISH.BONE SALAD DAE!l!UNOS I 0000 HUMOR ICE CREAM
PENtlSYLVANIA ourcH BAAtlO NOODLES I MORTON HOUSE CANNED FOODS. Tl\BBY
LITTLE KITifNS CAT FOOD PRODUCTS

':I

sophomores, headed by sophomore Phil Bates and Freshman
· Rick Killewald have recently
been trying to get the idea of
hockey off the ground floor and
into reality.
"I know there are people on
campus and in the Evening and
Graduate schools who · are
interested in playing on or
supporting a hockey team, but its
'just a matter of getting them
organized", said Killewald.
Alumni have been contacted,
and if there is sufficient support,
they will provide an initial sum of
$600 for such essentials as
uniforms, equipment and ice
rental fees. If a team is organized,
' it can receive a considerable
discount at the Dixie Gardens Ice
Bowl in Kentucky. Bates has a
contact in Toledo which will
enable him to get a 50% discount
on equipment.
Scheduling doen't pos, too
much of a problem. Bates thinks,
as Miami, Dayton and other area
schools ·have games and are
looking for more. The only
obstacle might be the NCAA
insurance, but usually the cost is
nominal.
The team hopes to be as self·
supporting as pouible, with the
players paying for transportation
and other costs.
Bates and Killewald have
presented the proposal to the
Athletic Board, which met last
Tuesday. However, the results of
the meeting are not known as yet. ·
Anyone who is interested in any
aspects of organizing
an
intercollegiate hockey team are
invited to contact Bates, 212
Brockman Hall 731-7261, or
Killewald, 631-9008;

YOU NEED MORETHAN
FAITH AND HOPE TO GET CLARITY
Carat, color, clarity and cut are the four
characteristics which decide a diamond's value.
Clarity means the degree of perfection of
the stone. A diamond may no-t be sold' as flawle11
if it shows any inclusions (tiny flaws) to a
trained eye when magnified ten times. We'll tell
you the truth about the diamond you buy.
So you don't have to hope for the beat.
Open a Gelz Charge Accounl ;,r ·

use any major cnfdlt card at Getz

< ~ I ·: , I ~ /
Ill,_. • .l•WB&;.•"e
Sheth 7R1-sess

·"ace •

.·•
and 11- other fine· Getz atoree throughout th• are~ ·

CAMPUS RADIO SCHEDULE
WVXU 91.7 - Classical, jazz, pop, educational features, news on
the hour and half-hour, sports, editorials, for Xavier ·and Cincinnati, 1:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., weekdays. "Campus Conferences"
features interviews with university personalities, Thursdays at
6:30p.m.
.

